History 2403E Resources

Anne, Queen of Great Britain, 1665-1714


Originally Published 1778: The history of the reign of Philip the Second, King of Spain: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN DP178.W38 1778 v.2, pp. 258-270

Originally Published 1832: History of Spain and Portugal: ARCC specol NO LOAN DP68.L321 v.1, pp. 85-87

Armada, 1588

Originally Published 1632: The historie of Great Britaine vnder the conquests of the Romans, Saxons, Danes and Normans: their originals, manners, habits, warres, coiners, and seales: with the successions, liues, acts and issues of the English monarchs from Ivlivs Caesar, vnto the raigne of King James, of famous memorie. The third edition. Reuised, enlarged, and newly corrected, with sundry descendts of the Saxon kings, their marriages and armes: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN DA130.S73 1632 pp. 1176 (column B)-1185

Originally Published 1760: A new military dictionary: or, The field of war. Containing a particular ... account of the most remarkable battles, sieges, bombardments, and expeditions, whether by sea or land. Such as relate to Great Britain and her dependencies, deduced from the descent of Julius Caesar to the present time. And those that regard the continent of Europe, traced from the reign of Charlemagne, beginning with the ninth century. Including anecdotes ... &c. ... Added, An essay on fortification: and a table, explaining the military and naval terms of art. Comp: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN U24.A5 [1760]

Originally Published 1842: Book of martyrs, or, A history of the lives ... of the primitive and Protestant martyrs ... comp. from Fox's Book of martyrs, and other authentic sources... embellished with twenty-four engravings: DBW stack BR1601.B6 [1842] pp.318-337

Bacon, Francis, 1561-1626

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN CT759.R48 1992 v.5, pp.2183-2192
Originally Published 1670: State worthies, or, The states-men and favourites of England since the reformation: their prudence and policies, successes and miscarriages, advancements and falls, during the reigns of King Henry viii, King Edward vi, Queen Mary, Queen Elizabeth, King James, King Charles I: ARCC specol NO LOAN  DA317.2.A1L59 1670 pp. 828-838 [Electronic copy]

Bayle, Pierre, 1674-1706

Originally Published 1784: A new and general biographical dictionary; containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts of time to the present period: ARCC specol NO LOAN  CT102.N4 v.2, pp. 96-104

Berkeley, George, 1685-1753

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.5, pp. 2310-2319

Bodin, Jean, c.1529/1530-1596

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.5, pp. 2393-2403

Boleyn, Anne, Queen Consort of Henry VIII, King of England, c.1500–1536


Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN  CT95.B2413 1734 v.2, pp. 54-57. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovrsize  CT95.B2413 1984

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.1, pp. 185-196
Originally Published 1760: A general history of the lives, trials, and executions of all the royal and noble personages, that have suffered in Great-Britain and Ireland for high treason, or other crimes, from the accession of Henry VIII. to the throne of England, down to the present time; with a circumstantial narrative of their behaviour during confinement, and at the place of execution: to which is added, a particular account of the rebellions in England, Scotland and Ireland, for the two last centuries. Comp: ARCC specol NO LOAN  DA305.G7  v.1, pp. 103-188

Originally Published 1784: A new and general biographical dictionary; containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts of time to the present period: ARCC specol NO LOAN  CT102.N4  1784, v.2, pp.269-271

Originally Published 1815: The General biographical dictionary: containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts to the present time: DBW stack  CT102.N4  1969  [1812] v.6, pp. 21-25

Boyle, Robert, 1627-1692

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992  v.5, pp.2438-2452

Buchanan, George, 1506-1582

Originally Published 1815: The General biographical dictionary: containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts to the present time: DBW stack  CT102.N4  1969  v.7, pp. 224-236

Originally Published 1766: British biography; or, An accurate and impartial account of the lives and writings of eminent persons, in Great Britain and Ireland, from Wickliff...to the present time: ARCC specol NO LOAN  DA28.T73  [1768] pp. 55-64

Burghley, William Cecil, Baron, 1520-1598

Cabot, Sebastian, 1474-c.1557

Originally Published 1766: British biography; or, An accurate and impartial account of the lives and writings of eminent persons, in Great Britain and Ireland, from Wickliff...to the present time: ARCC specol NO LOAN  DA28.T73  [1767] v.2, pp. 193-201

Calvin, Jean, 1509-1564

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.5, pp. 2551-2560

Originally Published 1784: A new and general biographical dictionary; containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts of time to the present period: ARCC specol NO LOAN  CT102.N4 v.3 , pp.100-105

Originally Published 1899: Beacon lights of the Reformation: ARCC specol NO LOAN  BR315.W58 1899 pp. 179-195. Beacon lights of the Reformation is also available on microfiche, DBW microfiche  F1003.C5 no.34658

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D102.M49  [1778] v.2, pp.201-209 [Electronic copy]

Originally Published 1773: England’s bloody tribunal; or, Popish cruelty displayed. Containing a compleat account of the lives, religious principles, cruel persecutions, sufferings, tortures, and triumphant deaths, of the most pious English Protestant martyrs...Exhibiting a full view of popery, with all its superstitious and horrid practices...To which is added, a faithful narrative of the...cruelties and persecutions that have been inflicted by the Roman Catholics on the Protestants of Scotland, Ireland, France and Germany. With a particular description of the various tortures and barbarities, that are practiced by the Inquisition in different parts of the world. Also the lives of the primitive reformers...Together with a full and plain refutation of the errors of the Romish church By the Reverend Matthew Taylor...By the king's authority: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN  BR1607.T3  [1773] pp. 384-396

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN  CT95.B2413 1734 v.2, pp. 260-274. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack oversize  CT95.B2413 1984
Catherine II, Empress of Russia, 1729-1796

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.1, pp.327-341

Originally Published 1832: Memoirs of celebrated female sovereigns: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D107.3.J3 v.2, pp. 198-248

Catherine de Medici, 1519-1589

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D102.M49 [1778] v.2, pp. 276-289 [Electronic copy]

Catherine of Aragon, Queen Consort of Henry VIII, King of England, 1491-1547


Cellini, Benvenuto, 1500-1571

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.5, pp.2596-2603

Charles I, King of England, 1600-1649


Originally Published 1774: The lives of those eminent antiquaries Elias Ashmole, Esquire, and Mr. William Lilly / written by themselves ; containing, first, William Lilly's history of his life and times, with notes, by Mr. Ashmole ; secondly, Lilly's life and death of Charles the first ; and lastly, the life of Elias Ashmole, Esquire, by way of diary ; with several occasional letters: ARCC specol NO LOAN  BF1598.L5A3 1774 pp.175-279
Originally Published 1766: British biography; or, An accurate and impartial account of the lives and writings of eminent persons, in Great Britain and Ireland, from Wickliff...to the present time: ARCC specol NO LOAN DA28.T73 [1768] v.4, pp. 373-473

**Charles I, King of Spain / Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, 1500-1558**


Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN D102.M49 [1778] v.2, pp. 126-157 [Electronic copy]


Originally Published 1868: Historical difficulties and contested events: ARCC specol NO LOAN D7.D34 1868 pp. 128-138

**Charles II, King of England, 1630-1685**


**Charles XII, King of Sweden, 1682-1718**

Originally Published 1784: A new and general biographical dictionary; containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts of time to the present period: ARCC specol NO LOAN CT102.N4 v.3, pp.277-282

**Christine, de Pisan, c.1364-c.1431**

Clarendon, Edward Hyde, Earl of, 1609-1674


Columbus, Christopher, 1451-1506

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D102.M49 [1778] v.2, pp. 103-114 [Electronic copy]

Copernicus, Nicolaus, 1473-1543


Cosmo I, Grand-Duke of Tuscany, 1519-1574


Crammer, Thomas, 1489-1556

Originally Published 1773: England’s bloody tribunal; or, Popish cruelty displayed. Containing a compleat account of the lives, religious principles, cruel persecutions, sufferings, tortures, and triumphant deaths, of the most pious English Protestant martyrs...Exhibiting a full view of popery, with all its superstitious and horrid practices...To which is added, a faithful narrative of the...cruelties and persecutions that have been inflicted by the Roman Catholics on the Protestants of Scotland, Ireland, France and Germany. With a particular description of the various tortures and barbarities, that are practiced by the Inquisition in different parts of the world. Also the lives of the primitive reformers...Together with a full and plain refutation of the errors of the Romish church by the Reverend Matthew Taylor...By the king’s authority: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN  BR1607.T3 [1773] pp.80-117

Originally Published 1670: State worthies, or, The states-men and favourites of England since
the reformation: their prudence and policies, successes and miscarriages, advancements and falls, during the reigns of King Henry viii, King Edward vi, Queen Mary, Queen Elizabeth, King James, King Charles I: ARCC specol NO LOAN DA317.2.A1L59 1670 pp. 35-42 [Electronic copy]

Cromwell, Oliver, 1599-1658

Originally Published 1839: The history of the rebellion and civil wars in England: DBW stack ovsizer DA400.C6 1839

Originally Published 1697: A detection of the court and state of England during the four last reigns and the inter-regnum: consisting of private memoirs, &c., with observations and reflections, and an appendix, discovering the present state of the nation: ARCC specol NO LOAN DA375.C682 1697 pp. 341-422

Originally Published 1766: British biography; or, An accurate and impartial account of the lives and writings of eminent persons, in Great Britain and Ireland, from Wickliff...to the present time: ARCC specol NO LOAN DA28.T73 [1769] v.5, pp. 38-111

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN D102.M49 [1778] [Electronic copy] See index in volume 3.

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN CT759.R48 1992 v.2, pp. 563-571

Cromwell, Thomas, Earl of Essex, 1485-1540

Originally Published 1760: A general history of the lives, trials, and executions of all the royal and noble personages, that have suffered in Great-Britain and Ireland for high treason, or other crimes, from the accession of Henry VIII. to the throne of England, down to the present time; with a circumstantial narrative of their behaviour during confinement, and at the place of execution: to which is added, a particular account of the rebellions in England, Scotland and Ireland, for the two last centuries. Comp: ARCC specol NO LOAN DA305.G7 [1760] v.1, pp.204-230

Originally Published 1670: State worthies, or, The states-men and favourites of England since the reformation: their prudence and policies, successes and miscarriages, advancements and falls, during the reigns of King Henry viii, King Edward vi, Queen Mary, Queen Elizabeth, King James, King Charles I: ARCC specol NO LOAN DA317.2.A1L59 1670 pp. 57-71 [Electronic copy]

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present:
Originally Published 1766: British biography; or, An accurate and impartial account of the lives and writings of eminent persons, in Great Britain and Ireland, from Wickliff...to the present time: ARCC specol NO LOAN  DA28.T73  [1767] v.2, pp.107-120

Desaguliers, John Theophilus, 1683-1744

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.5, pp.2788-2795

Drake, Francis, c.1540-1596

Originally Published 1784: A new and general biographical dictionary; containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts of time to the present period: ARCC specol NO LOAN  CT102.N4  v.12, pp305-312

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.2, pp. 618-626

Elizabeth I, Queen of England, 1533-1603

Originally Published 1821: Pictures, historical and biographical, drawn from English, Scottish, and Irish history: DBW stack / ARCC specol NO LOAN  DA32.G17  v.1, pp. 466-472 and pp.492-494

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhér: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D102.M49  [1778] [Electronic copy] See index in volume 3 under “England.”

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN  CT95.B2413 1734  v.2, pp.753-760. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovsrsize  CT95.B2413 1984

Originally Published 1815: The General biographical dictionary: containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts to the present time: DBW stack  CT102.N4 1869  [1814] v.13, pp. 117-131
Originally Published 1832: Memoirs of celebrated female sovereigns: ARCC specol NO LOAN D107.3.J3 [1832] v.1, pp.213-245


Erasmus, Desiderius, c.1469-1536

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN CT759.R48 1992 v.6, pp. 2900-2914

Originally Published 1815: The General biographical dictionary: containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts to the present time: DBW stack CT102.N4 1969 [1814] v.13, pp.245-278

Originally Published 1784: A new and general biographical dictionary; containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts of time to the present period: ARCC specol NO LOAN CT102.N4 v.5, pp.123-159

Fox, John, 1516-1587

Originally Published 1766: British biography; or, An accurate and impartial account of the lives and writings of eminent persons, in Great Britain and Ireland, from Wickliff...to the present time: ARCC specol NO LOAN DA28.T73 [1767] v.3, pp. 125-131

Francis I, King of France, 1494-1547


Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v.3, pp. 87-98. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovsrsize CT95.B2413 1984
Frederick II, King of Prussia, 1712-1786


Galilei, Galileo, 1564-1642

Originally Published 1784: A new and general biographical dictionary; containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts of time to the present period: ARCC specol NO LOAN  CT102.N4  v.5, pp.521-526

Originally Published 1815: The General biographical dictionary: containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts to the present time: DBW stack  CT102.N4 1969  [1812]  v.15, pp. 240-246

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D102.M49  [1778]  v.3, pp. 244-252 [Electronic copy]

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992  v.6, pp. 3076-3094

Grey, Jane, Lady, 1537-1554

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D102.M49  [1778]  v.2, pp. 160-162 [Electronic copy]

Originally Published 1773: England’s bloody tribunal; or, Popish cruelty displayed. Containing a compleat account of the lives, religious principles, cruel persecutions, sufferings, tortures, and triumphant deaths, of the most pious English Protestant martyrs...Exhibiting a full view of popery, with all its superstitious and horrid practices...To which is added, a faithful narrative of the...cruelties and persecutions that have been inflicted by the Roman Catholics on the Protestants of Scotland, Ireland, France and Germany. With a particular description of the
various tortures and barbarities, that are practiced by the Inquisition in different parts of the world. Also the lives of the primitive reformers...Together with a full and plain refutation of the errors of the Romish church By the Reverend Matthew Taylor...By the king's authority: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN  BR1607.T3 [1773] pp. 117-128

Originally Published 1815: The General biographical dictionary: containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts to the present time: DBW stack  CT102.N4 1969  [1814] v.16, pp. 316-327

Originally Published 1766: British biography; or, An accurate and impartial account of the lives and writings of eminent persons, in Great Britain and Ireland, from Wickliff...to the present time: ARCC specol NO LOAN  DA28.T73 [1767] v.2, pp. 417-432

Originally Published 1760: A general history of the lives, trials, and executions of all the royal and noble personages, that have suffered in Great-Britain and Ireland for high treason, or other crimes, from the accession of Henry VIII. to the throne of England, down to the present time; with a circumstantial narrative of their behaviour during confinement, and at the place of execution: to which is added, a particular account of the rebellions in England, Scotland and Ireland, for the two last centuries. Comp: ARCC specol NO LOAN  DA305.G7 [1760] v.1, pp. 448-518

Originally Published 1784: A new and general biographical dictionary; containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts of time to the present period: ARCC specol NO LOAN  CT102.N4  [1784] v.5, pp. 285-297

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.6, pp.3209-3215

Gustaf II, Adolf, King of Sweden, 1594-1632

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D102.M49 [1778] Electronic copy Check index in vol. 3 under Gustavus Adolphus

Originally Published 1815: The General biographical dictionary: containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts to the present time: DBW stack  CT102.N4 1969  [1814] v.16, pp. 476-477

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.2, pp. 852-860
Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden

see:  Gustaf II, Adolf, King of Sweden, 1594-1632

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v.5, pp. 650-682. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovrsie CT95.B2413 1984

Harrington, James, 1611-1677

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN CT759.R48 1992

Henry II, King of France, 1519-1559

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v.3, pp.395-404. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovrsie CT95.B2413 1984

Henry III, King of France, 1551-1580

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v. 3, pp.405-414. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovrsie CT95.B2413 1984

Henry IV, King of France, 1553-1610

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v. 3, pp.414-422. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovrsie CT95.B2413 1984

Henry VII, King of England, 1457-1509


Henry VIII, King of England, 1491-1547

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v. 2, pp.903-914

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D102.M49  [1778] [Electronic copy] Check index in v. 3.

Hobbes, Thomas, 1588-1679

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.6, pp. 3310-3327

Hume, David, 1711-1776

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.6, pp.3357-3369

Ignatius of Loyola, Saint, 1491-1556

Inquisition

Originally Published 1773: England’s bloody tribunal; or, Popish cruelty displayed. Containing a compleat account of the lives, religious principles, cruel persecutions, sufferings, tortures, and triumphant deaths, of the most pious English Protestant martyrs...Exhibiting a full view of popery, with all its superstitious and horrid practices...To which is added, a faithful narrative of the...cruelties and persecutions that have been inflicted by the Roman Catholics on the Protestants of Scotland, Ireland, France and Germany. With a particular description of the various tortures and barbarities, that are practiced by the Inquisition in different parts of the world. Also the lives of the primitive reformers...Together with a full and plain refutation of the errors of the Romish church By the Reverend Matthew Taylor...By the king's authority: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN  BR1607.T3 [1773] pp.287-359

James I, King of England, 1566-1625


James II, King of England, 1633-1701

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.2, pp.1007-1016

Julius II, Pope, 1443-1513

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.6, pp. 3457-3464

Kepler, Johannes, 1571-1630

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN  CT759.R48 1992 v.6, pp.3524-3548
Knox, John, c.1514-1572

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN CT759.R48 1992 v.6, pp.3574-3586

Originally Published 1815: The General biographical dictionary: containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts to the present time: DBW stack CT102.N4 1969 [1814] v.19, pp. 409-416

Louis VII, King of France, ca1120-1180

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v. 3, pp.793-798. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovsze CT95.B2413 1984

Louis XI, King of France, 1423-1483

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v. 3, pp.798-810. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovsze CT95.B2413 1984

Louis XII, King of France, 1462-1515

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v. 3, pp.810-815. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovsze CT95.B2413 1984

Louis XIII, King of France, 1601-1643

Originally Published 1992: Research guide to European historical biography, 1450-present: DBW reference NO LOAN CT759.R48 1992 v.3, pp. 1173-1181
Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v. 3, pp.815-829. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovrsise CT95.B2413 1984

Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN D102.M49 [1778] [Electronic copy] Check index in v. 3 under “France”


Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715


Luther, Martin, 1483-1546


Originally Published 1773: England’s bloody tribunal; or, Popish cruelty displayed. Containing a compleat account of the lives, religious principles, cruel persecutions, sufferings, tortures, and triumphant deaths, of the most pious English Protestant martyrs...Exhibiting a full view of popery, with all its superstitious and horrid practices...To which is added, a faithful narrative of the...cruelties and persecutions that have been inflicted by the Roman Catholics on the Protestants of Scotland, Ireland, France and Germany. With a particular description of the various tortures and barbarities, that are practiced by the Inquisition in different parts of the world. Also the lives of the primitive reformers...Together with a full and plain refutation of the errors of the Romish church By the Reverend Matthew Taylor...By the king's authority: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN BR1607.T3 [1773] pp.372-384

Originally Published 1899: Beacon lights of the Reformation: ARCC specol NO LOAN BR315.W58 1899 pp.111-154. Beacon lights of the Reformation is also available on microfiche, DBW microfiche F1003.C5 no.34658

Originally Published 1734: The dictionary historical and critical of Mr. Peter Bayle: ARCC specol ovr NO LOAN CT95.B2413 1734 v. 3, pp.934-954. A 1984 reprint edition is available in DBW stack ovrsise CT95.B2413 1984

Originally Published 1784: A new and general biographical dictionary; containing an historical and critical account of the lives and writings of the most eminent persons in every nation; particularly the British and Irish; from the earliest accounts of time to the present period: ARCC specol NO LOAN CT102.N4 [1784] v.8, pp. 358-407

Page 17 of 27
Originally Published 1778: A view of universal modern history, from the fall of the Roman empire ... tr. from the last ed. of ... Chevalier Méhégan: ARCC specol NO LOAN  D102.M49  [1778] [Electronic copy] Check index in v. 3

Machiavelli, Niccolo, 1469-1527


Mariana, Juan de, 1535-1624
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